ABSTRACT Mobile cloud computing uses cloud computing to deliver applications to mobile devices. These applications can be delivered among different devices with different operating systems, computing tasks, and data storage capabilities, adopting D2D communication mode. However, because the application delivery process covers three entities, namely user-environmental-service, trusted problems are ubiquitous. Therefore, before cloud provides substantive services, how to identify the trusted degree of user identity and its behaviors for D2D communications is the core problem. First, from the perspective of user trustability, this paper proposed an analysis method to user abnormal behaviors for D2D communications in mobile cloud environment. In this method, user behavior is normalized to a ''user sequence operation'' identity fragment with the same length, offset, and amplitude. The hierarchical matching method and the blacklist mechanism are used to determine whether the user behavior for D2D communications is beyond the scope of trusted tolerance. Second, considering that the user sequence behavior step is a complex graph structure with continuous dynamic growth, this paper proposed a pattern growth method based on maximum and right-most path extension for autonomous optimization. At last, the experimental results showed that the classification accuracy under the KDD CUP99 data set and real network environment was 94.8% and 90.2%, respectively, which was 5.3% and 6.9% higher than the traditional methods. In addition, it can be seen from the experimental results that this scheme could significantly improve the recognition speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the exploitation of cloud resources for augmenting mobile devices leads to the emergence of a new research area called MCC [1] , [2] . As a product of the combination of mobile Internet, cloud computing and D2D communications, MCC has developed rapidly in recent years and spawned numerous new information services and application modes, which have attracted extensive attention from the academic and industrial circles. According to the working principle of multi-layer collaboration of its ''User-Environment-Service'' for D2D communications, MCC has a high degree of complexity. The system complexity of mobile cloud service access device (User) is far beyond the traditional terminal equipment. Its storage capacity, computing capacity and battery capacity are limited, and the acquired resources are not rich enough and easier to be lost. The hosted network is converted from Internet to mobile overlay Internet, so its network connection (Environment) has become more complicated. The complexity of mobile cloud service platform (Service), the diversity of resources and the characteristics of multiterminal sharing make the delivery, storage, access, update and destruction of cloud services for D2D communications more likely to face security and reliability problems. As the demand of mobile terminal users is dynamic and has a strong personal color, the trust of each member and link for D2D communications has become a barrier to the development and application of mobile cloud services.
In trusted mobile cloud services architecture, the issue of user trustability in mobile cloud services [3] is equivalent to trustability of user identity and the time-sequence characteristics of user operations. That is, through the comparison of users' behavior sequence, the conclusion of users' behavior sequence for D2D communications is obtained: normal or abnormal. When analyzing users' abnormal behavior, whether it is the mining of users' normal sequential behavior [4] or the real-time discrimination of users' sequential behavior for D2D communications, at the beginning of the set construction, it is impossible to avoid the situation that the mining or judgment result caused by incomplete operation behavior is somewhat different from the actual situation, thus resulting in ''hard division''. In addition, with the deepening of cloud service access and user/server interaction, the branching and interference of ''user sequence operation'' identity fragments for D2D communications will increase. Therefore, it is necessary to research the method of eliminating the interference factors of dynamic ''user sequence operation'' identity fragments in the dimensions of user identity identification [5] , sequence feature determination and operational feature comparison, so as to accurately match the sequence behavior graph with the normal sequence behavior set.
Users for D2D communications have a certain randomness and suddenness for various cloud service requests, but in the long run, the request operation behavior of specific users for cloud service basically tends to be stable, which brings the possibility for the accurate mining of normal behavior pattern. There are two key problems in the process of identifying users' abnormal behaviors for D2D communications: How to obtain an ordered set of ''user sequence operation'' before the trustability determination and recognition of user identity and its behavior? And how to complete the real-time discrimination and autonomous optimization of the ordered set of ''user sequence operation'' so as to realize the recognition and control of the operation and action behaviors implemented by users? In view of the above problems, this paper proposes an anomaly recognition and autonomic optimization method for user's sequence behaviors for D2D communications in mobile cloud environment, which makes following contributions. The main contributions are as follows:
• The user behavior ordered tree for D2D communications is constructed by the normal behavior pattern mining method, and the most recently unused replacement method is adopted to save the storage space and improve the recognition speed.
• The preprocessed sample data is compared with the normal sequence behavior database of users for D2D communications, and the hierarchical matching method is used to judge whether the user behavior for D2D communications is beyond the range of trusted tolerance, which improves the detection accuracy. In addition, the blacklist mechanism is adopted to motivate abnormal users to obtain services, and the blacklist is set at three levels: level 1, level 2 and level 3. The secondchance mechanism is implemented after the behaviors beyond the scope of trusted tolerance are added to the blacklist.
• By using the method of autonomic optimization of users' sequential behavior for D2D communications, a complete space for the growth of user behavior pattern is constructed, and less users' sequence behavior steps are used to realize the early determination of users' sequence behavior.
• The experimental results verify that our method is suitable for identifying abnormal behaviors of mobile devices for D2D communications in the mobile cloud environment, laying a foundation for the mobile cloud platform to provide efficient and personalized services.
The experimental results based on simulation data and real mobile cloud service environment show that the method has a better effect on the evaluation indexes such as detection speed, detection rate, missing rate, time complexity and so on to some extent, which verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the research status of user behavior recognition for D2D communications. Section III presents the method of user behavior patterns mining and on-line identification, and expounds principle of autonomous optimization of user sequence behaviors based on pattern growth. Section IV provides the experiment, which includes the experiment environment and results analysis. Section V makes a conclusion and presents some future works.
II. RELATED WORK
The evolving MCC paradigm enables mobile users to offload their computing tasks to cloud servers [6] . In recent years, the research on user behavior identification has gained a lot of attention [7] - [10] . The most common method is calculating the distance between sample properties. Literature [11] used Euclidean distance to measure the similarity of attributes, which could measure not only 2-dimensional linear space, but also d-dimensional linear space. Literature [12] used the lexical similarity k-means algorithm based on fuzzy logic Euclidean distance. Literature [13] re-expressed the Euclidean distance according to datas probability density function, and got a probabilistic metric to compute the dissimilarity between two uncertain series. Some references used model-based methods, such as literature [14] designed a multi-level network detection method based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) model. Literature [15] introduced Bayesian model for unsupervised learning with multiple types of data. Literature [16] used novel unsupervised method for abnormal behavior detection, which adopted Multi-scale Markov random field and considered both local and global contextual information. Literature [14] selected data mining technology to automatically extract normal pattern and abnormal ones from a large set of network data and distinguish them from each other. Combining with the abnormal recognition and misuse recognition, [18] proposed a collaborative analysis method of user abnormal behavior based on reputation voting. Reference [19] proposed an innovative and efficient How to design a low-latency and accurate approach for user behavior anomaly detection over data streams has become a great challenge [20] . Reference [21] proposes a dynamic trust relationship aware data privacy protection (DTRPP) mechanism for mobile crowd-sensing, which can protects the data privacy effectively and has better performance on the average delay. A new anomaly detection model based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is proposed in [22] . Reference [23] applied PCA subspace anomaly detection method for the detection of anomalous behavior instances in a web server. Reference [24] introduced a behavior analysis method that learns its context and detects multiple types of insider threats from raw logs and network traffic in real-time.
Outlier detection is a very important concept in abnormal analysis. Literature [25] proposed a pattern-based outlier detection method to identify abnormal attributes in software project data, after discovering the reliable frequent patterns that reflect typical characteristics of the software project data, outliers and their abnormal attributes are detected by matching the software project data with those patterns. Literature [26] proposed a new outlier detection method inspired by spectral clustering, and combined with k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and spectral clustering techniques to obtain the abnormal data as outliers by using the information of eigenvalues and eigenvectors statistically in the feature space, which was well scalable to modern large datasets. Literature [27] used cross decision support, knowledge discovery and data mining to allow the performance of outlier detection tasks with an almost-linear complexity. A hybrid technique for user activities outliers detection is introduced in [28] , consisting of a two-stage integration of principal component analysis and fuzzy rule-based systems. Reference [29] present a novel approach to the security of the corporate mobile clients, in particular when they operate in the offline mode, in which, the protection of the sensitive data is provided by the combination of cryptographic means and analytics methods to detect malicious user behavior.
The above results have laid a good theoretical and methodological foundation for related research. In the future mobile cloud environment, these literatures play an important role in the process of mobile cloud users communicating with the mobile cloud and completing a series of operations. Nevertheless, there is a lack of research on user abnormal behaviors for D2D communications under MCC network environment. Our research aims to identify the abnormal sequence behavior of mobile terminal users for D2D communications, and predict the service steps, service effects, and diffusion influencing scope. These are the main differences between our work and previous research. 
III. USER BEHAVIOR PATTERNS MINING AND ON-LINE IDENTIFICATION METHOD FOR D2D COMMUNICATIONS
In general, the sampling interval time of user sequence t = t i − t i−1 is equal, which could be viewed as t 1 = 0, t = 1. Therefore, the sequence behavior can be denoted as
The model of user behavior patterns mining and on-line identification for D2D communications is described as follows. Firstly, the formalized definition and description method of ''user sequence operation'' identification is researched. By taking advantage of the dependency relationship and timing characteristics between the nodes of the normal sequence behavior, the incremental mining of the sequence behavior pattern is realized, and a complete set of the normal user behavior pattern for D2D communications is constructed. Secondly, comparing normal user behavior database with the preprocessed data samples for D2D communications, hierarchical matching method is used to judge whether user behaviors are beyond the trusted tolerance scope, and then identified behaviors are made corresponding rewards and punishments according by blacklist technology with the second chance mechanism. Secondly, the database of users' normal sequence behavior for D2D communications is compared with the preprocessed data samples, and the method based on hierarchical matching is adopted to judge whether the user behavior is beyond the scope of trusted tolerance. The identified user behavior is rewarded or punished according to the blacklist technology of the secondchance mechanism. Finally, based on the extensible feature of user sequence behaviors, through the analysis of the function flow and data flow of nodes, the model growth method of maximum and right-most path extension is adopted to research service steps and service effects that may radiate from abnormal time series behaviors, and feedback is formed on the mining of users' normal sequence behaviors and the real-time identification of users' sequence behaviors for D2D communications, so as to optimize the mining and identification effects. Based on the mean value and threshold of abnormal behaviors, the nearest neighbor algorithm is used to classify the identified abnormal behaviors. The user behavior pattern mining and online identification model for D2D communications is shown in Figure 1 . From the perspective of user trustability, the mobile cloud environment is divided into user collaboration layer and intelligent identification layer, and the base stations of corresponding layers are micro-base station and cloud base station respectively. The micro-base station is to process the user behavior information and carry out computing identification at the user collaboration layer, while the cloud base station is to conduct unified computing processing of the user behavior information transmitted to the cloud computing center. The cloud base station can realize resource sharing and dynamic allocation, achieve the goal of low cost and high broadband with collaborative and virtual technologies, and provide efficient and personalized cloud services for legitimate users in real time.
This paper mainly researches from three aspects for D2D communications, which are the normal sequence behavior pattern mining of mobile cloud users, the real-time identification method and the autonomic optimization method. The details are as follows.
B. NORMAL BEHAVIOR MODEL MINING METHOD WITH TIME-INTERVAL CONSTRAINTS
Since it is meaningless to compare users' sequence behaviors with different offsets and amplitudes [30] , it is necessary to preprocess users' behavioral data before mining, that is, to normalize users' sequence behaviors [31] . The number of mobile cloud users for D2D communications is very large and approximately satisfies the normal distribution. The mean and variance are µ(x) and ρ(x) respectively. X is standard-
The standardized user behavior is extracted and an ordered tree is constructed. The data is extracted from log file and grouped by UID, and the time constraint threshold is set as δ. According to equation (1), if user i is related to user j, the data is pruned or the behavior data within the time period is merged; otherwise, it should build a new ordered tree. The description of each parameter in monitoring records is shown in Table 1 . The operation in Table 1 includes package name, class name, method name and parameter type of the method. The build of the call dependency graph needs to first build the run path to get the method call relationship.
The run path is the execution of a series of methods in the system caused by a user request for D2D communications, namely the collection of method calls and returns. In order to distinguish different run paths, traceId is adopted as the run path identifier in the monitoring data. All monitoring records for the same run path have the same traceId. Based on the traceId in the monitoring record, all records with the same traceId can be extracted from the monitoring data. Where, the value of eoi always increases with the method call; The value of the ess increases or decreases with the method call, reflecting the depth of the method call.
In Bookstore class of Kieker, the run paths of traceId, eoi and ess are built as follows.
1) In monitoring data, the same running path records have the same traceId, therefore, we can extract all records of the same path according to traceId. The processed data related to running path are shown in Figure 2 . 2) In the same run path, the value of eoi increases gradually from 0, so the monitoring records are sorted by eoi. The sorted records are shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen from Figure 3 , after all monitoring records with the same traceId are sorted by the value of eoi, the value of ess increases or decreases with the method call or return. Here, ess represents the size of the execution stack in the system's run path, so its value changes as follows.
• After method a calls method b, the ess of b is equal to the ess of a plus 1.
• After method b returns method a, the ess of a is equal to the ess of b minus 1.
FIGURE 3.
Monitoring data sorted by eoi.
3) According to the data correlation, the time interval constraint is set as 14 days. Branch and merge all monitoring records with the same traceId within the time interval constraint, and code each node in dictionary order, as shown in Figure 4 . The mining process of users' normal sequence behavior for D2D communications is shown in Figure 5 . 
C. MULTILEVEL BLACKLIST
The blacklist in this article stores the device name and device identifier IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity). IMEI is a 15-digit ''electronic serial number'', which corresponds to each mobile device and is the global unique code. The device name and device identifier are used to ensure that the mobile device used in the system is not misappropriated or illegal.
The two mechanisms to manage the blacklist are automatic management and manual management. At the beginning, the system will obtain a list of abnormal users similar to the blacklist through automatic detection or manual labeling. In order to reduce the false alarm rate, the blacklist is classified according to the deviation degree from normal behaviors for D2D communications, which are the firstlevel risk user, the second-level abnormal user and the thirdlevel malicious user respectively. When the deviation degree H ∈ [0, 0.4), the user for D2D communications is the firstlevel risk user, that is, the false normal user. The system does not take any measures, but keeps the event record and monitors its behavior in real time. When H ∈ [0.4, 0.8), the user is a second-level abnormal user, and can only conduct a series of operations to access non-sensitive data such as browsing the website. The system keeps the event record and protects the file system. When H ∈ [0.8, 1) , the user is a third-level malicious user, and the system directly terminates all requests and isolates him from the network. The purpose of using the blacklist technology is to ensure that the mobile cloud service system can guarantee the basic functions of the system to the maximum extent and satisfy the user's service request to the maximum extent for D2D communications with security risks and threats.
D. REAL-TIME IDENTIFICATION OF USERS' SEQUENCE BEHAVIOR BASED ON HIERARCHICAL MATCHING METHOD FOR D2D COMMUNICATIONS
Through the mining of user behavior pattern for D2D communications, the sequential behavior of each user within the time interval constraint is grouped and coded, and the hierarchical matching method is used for real-time discrimination. The hierarchical matching in this paper is divided into two stages: fine-grained matching and coarse-grained matching. Fine-grained matching refers to similarity matching algorithm to determine whether the behavior is less than the set threshold value. If it is less than the threshold value, it is considered as a normal user. The user is allowed to carry out series of operations, and the cloud system should provide timely and efficient cloud service. Otherwise, coarse-grained matching is carried out for this behavior, that is, to judge whether its deviation degree is within the trusted tolerance range of the user; if so, it is false normal behavior. Then, the identified user behavior is compared with the blacklist, and the behavior is updated to the blacklist and corresponding response is made.
1) FINE-GRAINED MATCHING
In this paper, only a few important attributes are extracted for similarity calculation, and the users' sequence behavior with different offsets and amplitudes is normalized. In this way, the user's sequence behavior has the same length and is free from noise such as offset and amplitude, so it is suitable to use Euclidean distance for similarity measurement. In order to increase the discrimination accuracy, weighted Euclidean distance is used in this paper, and the matching is as follows.
Where i and j are two sequence behaviors with both lengths of n, and τ t indicates the time decay factor in t-th time period. ε denotes the threshold, and the better threshold is determined to be 0.64 through 10- 
That is, the longer the time, the smaller the weight; The closer to the current time, the greater the weight. If the formula (2) is satisfied, it is normal sequence behavior; otherwise, it is abnormal sequence behavior and coarse-grained matching is carried out.
2) COARSE-GRAINED MATCHING

Construct the random variable
. The procedure for calculating the confidence interval of each parameter item of the user's sequence behavior for D2D communications is as follows. The sample variance of each parameter is calculated as equation (5) .
where X i is the sample value of each parameter term above, and X = 1 n n i=1 x i . The standard deviation is calculated according to equation (6) .
The upper and lower bound of each parameter is set according to the standard deviation.
If users' behaviors are identified online simply by using the trusted tolerance range specified in formula (7), the evaluation indexes such as detection rate and false alarm rate are not ideal. In order to reduce the false alarm rate, the tolerance factor δ is introduced to change the size of the confidence interval. Here, the better tolerance factor is determined by 10-fold cross validation and gradient descent method. The overall trusted tolerance range of user i is calculated as follows.
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The distribution function of user i at the current moment is shown in equation (9) .
The deviation of user i is calculated as follows.
Judge whether the deviation degree of user i at the current moment falls into the range of formula (10) , and if it falls into the range of trusted tolerance, it is considered as normal user behavior for D2D communications; Otherwise it's abnormal behavior.
E. AUTONOMOUS OPTIMIZATION OF USER SEQUENCE BEHAVIORS BASED ON PATTERN GROWTH
Real-time and accurate identification of users' sequence behavior for D2D communications is an important prerequisite to determine whether the requested service can be normally provided. Although some irrelevant interference subgraphs can be filtered out in the process of hierarchical matching, so as to improve the real-time performance of the identification process as much as possible, the accuracy and effectiveness of real-time identification will still be affected by the fact that the timing steps involved in users' sequence behavior are complex graph structures with continuous and dynamic growth. Therefore, based on the extensible features of user behaviors, this paper has analyzed the function flow and data flow of nodes after real-time identification of user's sequence behavior. We use pattern-growth method based on maximum rightmost path extension to research the skipping and diffusing process of user abnormal steps. At last, the form of normal and abnormal node subgraph is used to predict service steps, service effect and scope of diffusion effect, which might be affected by abnormal behavior. The prediction results will affect the determination of users' sequence behavior for D2D communications from three aspects. 1) Fewer user behavior steps are used to identify abnormal behavior in advance. 2) It generates feedback on the completed process of user behaviors identification and user normal sequence behavior sets to optimize the identification process and update normal sequence behavior sets. 3) The nearest neighbor algorithm is used to classify user abnormal behaviors and update them to blacklist.
Based on the dependency relationship between node S (l) and S (l+1) in user abnormal sequence behavior fragment, to determine whether node S (l) has effect on the calling node S ( l − 1) and the called node S (l+1) . Firstly, starting from the first exception node S (l) , change the parameter value passed in by the calling node S (l−1) or its return values used by other node S (l+1) , . . . , S (m) . Then the functional flow is used to analysis whether the implementation of node S (l) will affect the outside world. If its implementation is relatively closed, the exception of node S (l) will not be propagated. Otherwise, the node S (l+1) , . . . , S (m) that may be affected by S (l) will be further analyzed by analyzing the flow direction of its return value. Then, we proceed from the node S (l+1) , . . . , S (m) that may be affected to carry out the diffusion analysis.
The process of analyzing function flow and data flow is shown as Figure 6 . The abnormal and non-abnormal diffusion node sets are formed as A s = {S (1) , S (3) , S (l+3) } and N s = {S (2) , S (l) , S (l+1) , S (l+2) } respectively. In the real world, the scale of data in the mobile cloud environment grows exponentially every day, and the database keeps changing with time. For this kind of massive dynamic database, if every update of the database requires a new mining of the entire database, it will lead to inefficiency and waste of large amounts of resources. Therefore, the pattern growth method is adopted to mine the updated incremental data, and the right-most path extension method [32] can improve the completeness of the updated database and reduce the redundancy. However, this method produces a large number of candidate subsets for large data sets. In this paper, the maximum right-most path extension method is adopted, that is, only the last node that is traversed in depth priority is extended.
Using this method, a complete space for user behavior pattern growth for D2D communications is constructed to generate normal node subgraph sets and abnormal influence node subgraph sets (as shown in Figure 7 ). These subgraph sets are used to update user normal behavior sets and optimize the judging process of abnormal behaviors for D2D communications. The anomalous diffusion node set A s and non-anomalous diffusion node set N s , in diffusion result of FIGURE 7. Maximum rightmost path extension schematic. VOLUME 6, 2018 abnormal nodes, are extended by the depth-first algorithm respectively.
To classify user abnormal behaviors for D2D communications, that is, to cluster the abnormal nodes, there is a problem of high overhead. Therefore, the calculated mean value and confidence interval are used to represent the abnormal sequence behavior of users. It is assumed that there are n nodes and m nearest neighbor nodes, and the overall average absolute error is calculated as follows.
where x ij is the predicted value, and x ij is the actual value. If equation (13) is satisfied, the abnormal behavior is classified into the same group.
The autonomous optimization method of user behavior for D2D communications is realized by calculating the similarity between the user node and its neighbor node, which can predict the operation effect that the user behavior may bring. In the classification result set, the neighbor node sets of node i are the nodes in the circle whose center is i, and radius is R. The similarity between node i and j is defined as the number of paths with path length in l range. It is shown as equation (14) .
Where n is the number of nodes, l is the path length between node i and j, in which, a node can only appear once in a path, that is, it does not contain a circular path. are decay factors, and the path weight depends on its length l and time t. The weight will be smaller when the path is longer and the time is older, otherwise, the weight will be greater. |path k i,j | is the set of all paths that can go from i to j with length k. Assume that each node in the tree could be connected to others, and k p=2 (n − p) is the set of all paths from i to j. The similarity is calculated by
, and it is in (0, 1], which conforms to the predicted results. If the two nodes are highly similar, the value of s(i,j) is close to 1; otherwise, if the two nodes are not similar, the value of s(i, j) is close to 0. Arrange the similarity in descending order (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ), and take max (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s u ) as the best prediction node.
F. ALGORITHM OF USER BEHAVIOR PATTERNS MINING AND ONLINE IDENTIFICATION FOR D2D COMMUNICATIONS
The User behavior patterns mining and online identification for D2D communications mainly include the following steps: 1) Normalize user's sequence behaviors: some important attributes of behavior data are extracted to calculate the mean µ(x) and variance ρ(x) of the user's behavior X , which will be standardized as
2) Construct the ordered tree: the preprocessed user sequence behavior data are grouped and encoded, using the most recent unused replacement algorithm. 3) Identify abnormal user behavior in real time: The ordered tree is fine-grained matched with user normal behavior database for D2D communications, and the weighted Euclidean distance is used to calculate similarity. 10 fold-cross validation and gradient descent method determine the better threshold. If the value of the behavior is less than the threshold, it is a normal one, and the algorithm goes to step 5, otherwise step 4. 4) Identify more deeply: by random variable u = √ n(X −µ) σ to calculate the standard deviation of the user's sequence behavior, and then calculate the tolerance range of trustability TH = (X −S(x)·δ, X +S(x)·δ) and the deviation
. It is a normal behavior if the deviation is within the range, otherwise, it is an abnormal one. 5) Judge the level of blacklist: to judge the blacklist level of the identified user behavior according to the second chance mechanism. Users in different levels will obtain the corresponding services. On the basis of guaranteeing the basic function of the system, the service request of the user can be satisfied to a maximum extent. 6) Analyze the functional flow and data flow: based on the dependence between node S (l) and S (l+1) in the segment of the abnormal user's sequence behavior for D2D communications, the function flow and data flow analysis of the recognized abnormal behaviors are analyzed by changing the parameter values passed in by the node S (l−1) that calls it or the return values used by other nodes S (l+1) , . . . , S m . 7) Construct behavior pattern space: the pattern-growth method based on maximum and rightmost path extension is used to construct the complete user behavior patterns growth space A s = {S (1) , S (3) , S (l+3) } and
} for D2D communications, to update users normal time-sequence behavior sets and optimize the process of identifying abnormal behavior. 8) Get the best predictor: the total mean absolute error of the recognized abnormal behavior is calculated to get the best predictor max(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s u ), for identifying the abnormal types next time.
It is shown in Alogrithm1.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the recognition effect of the proposed algorithm in the real system, some simulations and experiments are carried out. KDD CUP99 dataset containing 
Using the replacement algorithm to construct the ordered tree and calculate . 3: if < ε then 4: goto step 7. . Then, using equation 7 to judge the normality of use' behavior. 7: Using the second chance mechanism to judge the level of blacklist. 8: : Analysis the functional flow and data flow by the dependence between node S (l) and S (l+1) . 9: Update the behavior pattern space by user behavior patterns growth space A s = {S (1) , S (3) , S (l+3) } and
} based on the patterngrowth method. 10: Calculate the total mean absolute error and choose the the best predictor max(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s u ). approximately 5 million data records is used as the source data. Each record contains 1 logo and 41 properties, which have been identified as normal or specific attacks. The real environment is an online shop demo that has been instrumented with Kieker, where each record contains 11 properties. This paper uses MatLab to simulate the algorithm, which is translated into MatLab frame for verification. The experiment runs on ordinary PC, and the configuration follows as Table 2 .
A. ABNORMAL ANALYSIS EVALUATION INDEX
The indexes are calculated as follows.
where e is the number of detected attack samples, and g is the total number of attack samples.
where c is the detected sample number in all abnormal samples, and a is the total number of abnormal samples.
where h is the detected abnormal samples mistaken as normal samples, and k is the total abnormal sample number.
where b is number of normal behaviors mistaken as abnormal behaviors, and z is total normal samples number.
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Because of the space limitation, this part only illustrates the well-known KDD CUP99 dataset.
1) NUMERICAL ENCODING
KDD CUP99 dataset has completed data collection, partial data preprocessing and feature extraction. However, protocol type of the 2 nd dimension, service type of the 3 rd dimension and state flag of the 4 th dimension in the 41-dimensional characteristic variable are all non-numeric forms, which cannot be recognized by the algorithm in this paper, so it must be numerically processed. The rule of numerical encoding is to count the data in 2 nd dimension, 3 rd dimension and 4 th dimension, and replace the original contents with serial Numbers.
•
Protocol type
There are three types of protocol that are encoded as shown in Table 3 . • Service type A total of 70 types of services appear, coded as shown in Table 4 .
• Status flag There are a total of 11 state flags, coded as shown in Table 5 .
• Standardize behavior data attribute value Assume that there are n behavior data. The attribute value of each behavior data X is normalized to be distributed in [0,1], as shown in equation (19) .
where X represents normalized data, min and max represent the minimum and maximum value of the specific attributes in n behavior data respectively. VOLUME 6, 2018 
2) CONSTRUCT TEST SAMPLE
The file of kddcup.data.gz provided by KDD99 dataset has millions of data. After deleting repeated data, 614,451 valid data were finally selected as learning samples, and their distribution is shown in Figure 8 .
3) FEATURES SELECTION
The number of samples is large, and there are also many features and attributes of each sample, which will inevitably increase the calculation amount, leading to too long training time, so it is impossible to conduct data mining and analysis directly. Therefore, statistical variances and rough set theory are adopted for attribute reduction. At last, 6 basic features that have a great impact on the type of abnormal behavior are selected. See Table 6 for detailed description of the features.
C. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
As we can see from Figure 9 , with the increase of threshold value, before 0.65, there is almost a linear growth, and after 0.65, there is a slow growth. This is because as the threshold increases, the more stringent the requirement to determine the malicious node, the more time it takes. According to the simulation results, after weighing the relationship among response time, detection rate and false alarm rate, the optimal confidence is set as 0.82. The following simulations compare five indicators, Detection Speed (DS), Detection Rate (DR), Accuracy Rate (AR), False Alarm Rate (FAR) and False Negative Rate (FNR). Due to the unbalanced distribution of data types in the data set of KDD99, which is inconsistent with the distribution of data types in the real network, the experiment of this system randomly sampled the unbalanced data in the training sample of KDD99 to build the training sample. See Table 7 . All of following simulation results are the average of ten random simulation experiment results. As the abnormal behaviors of cloud users for D2D communications are analyzed in the mobile cloud environment, so we only contrast evaluation indexes with larger test samples. Figure 10 shows DS comparison among user abnormal behavior analysis method based on Bayesian clustering (Bayes), user abnormal behavior analysis method based on BP Neural Network (BPNN) and the proposed Patterns Mining and On-line Identification method (PMOI). As shown in Figure 10 , DS of the proposed method is better and more stable than that of Bayes and BPNN. Because Bayes has many parameters, the training of network structure is too tedious, while the BPNN algorithm needs to model the sample in advance and train a large amount of data. In addition, both of them need to analyze all the attributes of the sample, some of which are very small and meaningless to DR's calculation. However, the algorithm proposed in this paper only analyzes part of the attributes. Based on the preprocessing result of the data, it uses a simple Euclidean distance to make abnormal judgment. Moreover, because hierarchical matching method is used in the proposed method to analyze user abnormal behaviors for D2D communications, its complexity is lower, which improves DS. An algorithm with higher detection rate can more accurately analyze abnormal behavior, intercept attack behavior, and effectively protect user personal data for D2D communications. As can be seen from figure 11 , the overall DR of PMOI algorithm is relatively high and stable, because this algorithm does not require complex network topologies and does not need to select many parameters. However, it is difficult to select the element parameters and network topology in BPNN algorithm. Bayes algorithm solves the posterior probability according to the prior probability. If some important parameters change, Bayes will not play a key role. Here, DR of PMOI is lower than that of the other two algorithms when test samples are in 50000-150000, because there are unknown abnormal types. However, the algorithm in this paper has the ability of autonomous optimization and the detection rate gradually returns to normal, which is better than other two algorithms. But when the sample is in 200000-300000, new unknown attack types appear in test sample, and attack types in database are gradually saturated. So with the increasing of testing samples, abnormal types reach saturation gradually, which shows obvious advantages. Hierarchical matching and pattern-growth method are used in autonomous optimization, which results in better DR.
In Figure 12 , AR of the proposed algorithm is lower when testing samples are about 50000-150000, because there are unknown attack types in testing samples. In this paper, the weighted Euclidean distance is used to carry out abnormal analysis, because the user's attributes for D2D communications have been preprocessed, and the weighted Euclidean distance is enough to meet their needs. In order to further guarantee its AR, this paper further identifies the abnormal behaviors identified for the first time. Moreover, AR returns to normal because of its ability of self-optimization. Overall, with the increasing of sample size, the proposed algorithm has higher AR than the other two algorithms, and it becomes gradually smooth.
The contrasts of FAR and FNR are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively. The proposed algorithm in this paper is superior to the other two algorithms on the whole, because the BPNN algorithm is sensitive to noise data, while the Bayes algorithm often fails to establish the hypothesis between attributes, and because prior probability is needed to know, there is error rate in classification decision. In which, FAR of this algorithm is higher than that of the other two when testing samples are about 50000100000 and 150000250000. On the other hand, its FNR is lower. The proposed algorithm has better scalability, self-adaptability and higher recognition ability. In KDD99 dataset, the five kinds of attack type such as perl, ftp_write, phf, multihop and spy take up a very small proportion, and the recognition of it only reduces the test speed and makes no sense. Therefore, these 5 types of samples are removed in the classification of this paper. Figure 15 is a comparison between the predicted classification results and the actual classification results of the algorithm in this paper. We can see from it that DR of classification is as high as 94.8%.
The following are the experimental results of applying the algorithm proposed in this paper to the real network environment of Kieker. Table 8 shows that our algorithm has an ideal application results in real environment. Figure 16 is the comparison of forecast classified result and real classified result. From it, we can see that AR of classification is up to 90.2%. Figure 17 is the comparison of recognition rate of different testing data in real network environment. From it, we can see that the proposed algorithm has better ability to identify unknown exception types, and has a more satisfying classification result for unknown types. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm improves AR and ensures DS, and FAR and FNA are improved also. As we can see from above simulation results, the algorithm has a good stability, which could identify abnormal behaviors effectively, with better scalability and self-adaptability. After several experimental verifications, the simulation results are consistent with above results. Figure 18 shows the delay of the three algorithms. The PMOI algorithm has the lowest delay, because it has the lowest time complexity and better stability. It can carry out a deeper identification to the behavior identified as the abnormal one for the first time. Figure 19 shows the values of the delay collected during the tests without and with PMOI. The measured average delay without PMOI is 24 1.2 us, which shows in Figure 19 . The measured average delay with PMOI is 136 5 us. It can be seen that the algorithm in this paper improves the accuracy to a certain extent, and reduces the rate of missing report and false reporting. This algorithm could better identify abnormal sequence behaviors of mobile terminal user for D2D communications and predict service effect and the scope of the diffusion effect, which may be affected by abnormal behaviors.
V. CONCLUSIONS
With the further development of MCC and the further mature of D2D communications, MCC services develop rapidly in the world, becoming a new hotspot of mobile Internet services. While improving resource utilization, MCC brings great security risks and challenges to information security. It is of great significance to carry out research on the abnormal analysis and related key technologies of user behavior for D2D communications in MCC, helping to improve the security technology system and guarantee the security of MCC. A novel analysis method of user abnormal behavior based on autonomous optimization for D2D communications is proposed to identify user abnormal behaviors for D2D communications in real-time. The normalization is used to standardize identification fragment of ''user sequence operation'' which approximately satisfies normal distribution, then the method of hierarchical matching is used to real-time identify user behaviors for D2D communications by judging whether user behaviors for D2D communications are beyond the trusted tolerance scope. And pattern-growth method based on maximum rightmost path extension is used to construct complete user behavior patterns growth space, aiming at autonomously optimizing the process of identifying abnormal behaviors. The experimental results show that the algorithm proposed in this paper has good performance. It can improve recognition speed and recognition accuracy to a certain extent, and reduce FAR and FNR. It lays a solid foundation for the identification
